Ecology is typically thought of as the study of interactions organisms have with each other and their environment and is focused on the distribution and abundance of organisms both within and between environments. On a molecular level, the capacity to probe analogous questions in the field of T-cell immunology is imperative as we acquire substantial datasets both on epitope-specific T-cell populations through high-resolution analyses of T-cell receptor (TCR) use and on global T-cell populations analyzed via high-throughput DNA sequencing. Here, we present the innovative application of existing statistical measures (used typically in the field of ecology), together with unique statistical analyses, to comprehensively assess how the naïve epitope-specific CD8 + cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) repertoire translates to that found following an influenza-virus-specific immune response. Such interrogation of our extensive, cumulated TCR CDR3β sequence datasets, derived from both naïve and immune 114 , and influenza nonstructural protein 2 amino acid residues 114-121), demonstrates that epitope-specific TCR use in an antiviral immune response is the consequence of a complex interplay between the intrinsic characteristics of the naïve cytotoxic T lymphocyte precursor pool and extrinsic (likely antigen driven) influences, the contribution of which varies in an epitopespecific fashion.
Ecology is typically thought of as the study of interactions organisms have with each other and their environment and is focused on the distribution and abundance of organisms both within and between environments. On a molecular level, the capacity to probe analogous questions in the field of T-cell immunology is imperative as we acquire substantial datasets both on epitope-specific T-cell populations through high-resolution analyses of T-cell receptor (TCR) use and on global T-cell populations analyzed via high-throughput DNA sequencing. Here, we present the innovative application of existing statistical measures (used typically in the field of ecology), together with unique statistical analyses, to comprehensively assess how the naïve epitope-specific CD8 + cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) repertoire translates to that found following an influenza-virus-specific immune response. Such interrogation of our extensive, cumulated TCR CDR3β sequence datasets, derived from both naïve and immune CD8 + T-cell populations specific for four different influenza-derived epitopes (D 114 , and influenza nonstructural protein 2 amino acid residues 114-121), demonstrates that epitope-specific TCR use in an antiviral immune response is the consequence of a complex interplay between the intrinsic characteristics of the naïve cytotoxic T lymphocyte precursor pool and extrinsic (likely antigen driven) influences, the contribution of which varies in an epitopespecific fashion.
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F or CD8
+ cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs), the clonotypic T-cell receptor (TCR) recognizes "nonself" peptides (p) in complex with "self" class I MHC glycoproteins (MHCI). To recognize and respond to the vast array of novel pMHCI determinants encountered by a given individual (or population), the adaptive immune system uses the recombination of variable (V), junctional (J), diversity (D), and constant (C) somatic gene segments to establish an extraordinary spectrum of TCRs. Most of the observed TCR diversity results from imprecise joining of these gene segments and the addition of nontemplate-encoded nucleotides at V(D)J junctions (1) . The consequence is that TCR diversity is principally a function of the CDR3 regions, meaning that clonal uniqueness is reliably defined by the TCRαβ CDR3 sequences.
The nature of the highly specific TCR-pMHC recognition event likely determines functional outcomes after T-cell activation (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . Thus, the complexity and distribution of TCR use within a responding CTL population is likely to have a very real impact on the efficacy of T-cell-mediated pathogen clearance. Certainly, both virus control and the prevention of mutational escape operate more effectively if the host response is characterized by a diverse, rather than a limited, spectrum of pMHCI-specific TCRs (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . Further, TCR diversity has also been associated with effective cross-reactive immunity against different virus infections (13).
Single cell RT-PCR analysis of CDR3 nucleotide sequences has provided an unprecedented level of resolution for characterizing TCR use, especially in the case of CTL responses to pathogens. Such detailed dissection of epitope-specific T-cell populations means that shifts in clonal prevalence can be determined over the course of infection, between primary and recall immune responses, or, more recently, between naïve and immune repertoires (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) . Given the vast amount of data generated by this strategy (if we assume that a rigorously sampled immune repertoire is represented by 50-200 sequences), and the fact that the sequences obtained can only ever provide a snapshot of the total spectrum (necessitating extrapolation to populations), it is imperative to use sophisticated statistical analyses to probe these datasets.
We, and others, have applied established statistical analyses for determining relative levels of diversity and sharing within and between T-cell responses (15, 19) . Many of these tests rely on similar measures in the field of ecology, where there is a history of interpreting analogous questions (20) . For example, determination of species richness-the number of species in a given area-or species diversity-the number and distribution of species within a given area-has direct correspondence to the interrogation of TCR use within naïve or responding antigen-specific TCR repertoires. The application of such ecology-based analyses to T-cell sets provides unique possibilities for predicting pathogen-specific CTL response efficacy both within and between individuals and populations.
Prior analysis has defined immune TCR repertoires specific for the major pMHCI (p+H-2 b ) restricted epitopes in the B6 mouse model of influenza virus infection (14, 15, 17, 21, 22) . More recently, using a sensitive enrichment technique (23, 24) , we have been able to isolate these influenza epitope-specific CTL precursors directly from naïve mice and characterize their TCR use profiles (18) . The present analysis provides a precise and robust analysis of the relationship between endogenous naïve and immune cytotoxic T lymphocyte precursor (CTLp) populations, enhances understanding of the mechanisms behind virus-driven CTL recruitment and expansion, and highlights statistical tools that are useful additions to the analysis of such population data.
Results
Primary Immune Repertoires Show Selective Clonal Expansion/ Recruitment. The recently developed capacity to isolate and characterize naïve CTLps from previously uninfected mice (23) has greatly enhanced our capacity to identify key determinants of antiviral CD8 + T-cell responses. Our previous analysis compared TCR repertoire characteristics for four epitope-specific CTL sets (D and following primary virus challenge (18) . In the present study, we have applied several statistically robust measures to address the extent of selective recruitment/expansion of particular CTL clones during these primary CTL responses.
Firstly, we used Simpson's Diversity Index (SDI), which is a function of both the relative number of clonotypes present (richness) and the relative abundance or distribution of each clonotype (evenness) (20, 25 (Fig. 1A) . This is not due to any decrease in clonotype richness in the antigen-expanded repertoires (18) (Table  1) , reflecting rather a less even distribution of all clonotypes (and thus an overrepresentation of particular clones) in all of the immune populations analyzed.
The same effect can be observed if we analyze the size distributions of clonotypes within naïve and immune T-cell populations (Fig. 1B) . Clonotypes were first ranked according to size (largest to smallest), and the cumulative number of clonotypes making up a given proportion of the response was then calculated. This was then normalized to the percentage of total clonotypes, allowing us to determine how clones contribute to the total epitope-specific CTL population. Due to the predominance of singletons within the naïve CTLp repertoires there is, broadly speaking, a one-to-one ratio between the proportion of clonotypes and their overall contribution to the response (e.g., ∼60% of clonotypes make up 60% of the total response). This is somewhat skewed for the naïve D b NP 366 -specific set (Fig. 1B) due to the presence of a greater number of repeated clonotypes (i.e., present at a frequency of >1). Interestingly, looking at immune repertoires, it is apparent that a smaller proportion of the clonotypes contributes far more to the total population, compared with the naïve repertoires. NS2 114 -specific populations, which are characterized by a marked hierarchical structure in which one or a few clonotypes dominate the response. In this case, only around 35% of all clonotypes account for 80% of the total response. Thus, for all four pMHCI specificities, there is clear evidence for the selective expansion of particular clonotypes such that they become significantly overrepresented in the immune, compared with the naïve, repertoire.
The Gini coefficient is commonly used in economics and ecology to determine the degree to which some commodity is distributed among individuals (26) and is, as such, a direct measure of equality of distribution. For our purposes, we can use this approach to measure the equality of distribution for individual TCR clones in naïve and immune epitope-specific CTL populations. The Gini coefficient yields a value between 0 and 1: a Gini coefficient of 0 represents a perfectly even distribution, and a higher value represents a less even distribution. As shown in Fig.  1C , in all epitope specific responses there is a substantial and statistically significant shift toward unevenness (i.e., where the relative abundance of various clonotypes is substantially different) in the immune, compared with the naïve, compartment.
Collectively, these data demonstrate biased accumulation of individual clones as a consequence of selective expansion from the naïve compartment that cannot be explained by their relative frequencies in the naïve CTLp set. Clearly, extrinsic factors (antigen, inflammatory environment) and/or the unique sensitivities of particular TCRs are key determinants of T-cell clonal composition in any given immune response.
Naïve Repertoire Characteristics Define "Public" vs. "Private" Immune Repertoires. In epitope-specific immune responses in both mice and humans, the same clonotypes (defined by CDR3β sequence) may be observed in multiple MHC-matched individuals (reviewed in refs. 27, 28) . The extent of such clonotype "sharing results in epitope-specific responses being classified as predominantly public (heavily shared) or private (largely unique to individuals) (29) (30) (31) . We determined the extent of clonotype sharing for three epitope- PB1-F2 62 -specific repertoires were substantially private, with less than 20% overlap in clonotype use ( Fig. 2A) . Comparable results were observed when the sharing threshold was set to 66% of mice analyzed (Fig.  S1 ). Broadly speaking, therefore, the public or private nature of any given response is largely determined by the characteristics of the naïve repertoire. Clonotype Dominance Does Not Necessarily Predict Sharing. The extent to which a particular TCR clonotype is shared between individuals has been closely linked to the dominance of that clonotype within individuals. Both are thought to be a consequence of convergent recombination, which suggests that the CDR3 amino acid (aa) sequences generated more frequently by the recombination machinery (influenced predominantly, but not exclusively, by the number of different nucleotide sequences that can encode the same amino acid sequence) are likely to dominate the naïve repertoire and thus the immune response after infection (31) (32) (33) . This model thus predicts a three-way correlation between clonotype frequency in naïve populations, within immune populations, and between immune populations (sharing). Using our unique database of TCRβ clonotypes from a number of naïve epitope-specific CTLp populations (18) , along with a large database of corresponding immune TCR CDR3β sequences (14, 15, 17) , we sought to investigate these relationships. Our previous demonstration of significant clonotype overrepresentation in immune (compared with naïve) repertoires (Fig. 1) indicated that clonal prevalence in the immune response could not be solely explained by the frequency with which particular clonotypes were generated.
So, what determines clonotype prevalence within immune individuals versus the extent of clonotype sharing between these individuals? Looking more closely at clonotype sharing in the D b NP 366 -specific sets ( Fig. 2A) , we observed a small increase in the proportion of the response shared between immune (compared with naïve) individuals. This reflected the fact (observed previously) that clonotype sharing in the D b NP 366 -specific repertoire largely involves the dominant (or overrepresented) clonotypes (14, 31) . However, such increases in response sharing were not observed for the D b PA 224 -and D b PB1-F2 62 -specific populations ( Fig. 2A) , suggesting the large clonotypes are not being shared in these populations. To look at this directly, we plotted (for each mouse) the proportion of clonotypes shared (in a designated percentage of mice) against the proportion of all shared sequences (Fig. 2B ). An x = y plot has been used to show a theoretical linear relationship between these parameters. If (as an example) we take a mouse for which 100 TCR sequences were obtained, revealing 10 unique clonotypes, the data point for this individual would fall on the x = y line if each shared clonotype had a frequency of 10/100 (i.e., the same frequency at which the clonotype was detected). However, if shared clonotypes in this mouse were large, then, whereas their clonotype frequency would remain at 1/10, their contribution to the total sequences would be increased and thus the data point for this mouse would be to the right of the x = y line. Similarly, data points to the left of the line not only indicate that the shared clonotypes in a given mouse are not, on average, abundant within the individual, but also that there are large clonotypes that are not shared.
As expected, shared D b NP 366 -specific clones were generally highly abundant within mice (Fig. 2B) , verifying the link demonstrated previously between clonotype abundance within an individual and the likelihood of that clonotype being shared across the population (14, 31 PB1-F2 62 -specific immune repertoires, because shared clonotypes appeared equally likely to be over-or underrepresented within mice (Fig. 2B) . Thus, for these two pMHCI specificities, the factors influencing clonotype frequency within immune individuals appear to be distinct from those determining clonotype prevalence between immune individuals (sharing).
Nucleotide Sequence Flexibility Promotes Clonal Prevalence Between, Rather than Within, Naïve Individuals. As mentioned above, a key tenet of convergent recombination is that the prevalence of (A) PTIC is the proportion of the clonotypic response from individual immune mice that is shared by at least 33% of mice sampled. Shown is mean ± SD for sequence data described in Fig. 1 . Statistical analyses were performed using the Mann-Whitney test. NS, not significant, P > 0.05. (B) Relative abundance of shared clonotypes was determined by plotting, for each mouse, the proportion of clonotypes shared in ∼25% (first column) or ∼40% (second column) of mice (actual percentage of mice is noted within each plot and is determined by the number of mice analyzed) against the proportion of the total response those clonotypes contribute (proportion sequences shared). a particular TCR amino acid clonotype is defined in large part by the number of different nucleotide sequences that can be used to encode it (30) (31) (32) (33) . Thus, it is hypothesized that particular TCR clonotypes will be more prevalent if they can be encoded by a larger number of nucleotide sequences. We investigated the number and distribution of nucleotide sequences for all naïve TCRβ clonotypes (defined by amino acid) that were observed at a prevalence of >1 (Table S1 ). As predicted, and shown previously for several of the public D b NP 366 -specific TCRβ clonotypes (31), many of these clonotypes could be encoded by more than one nucleotide sequence. To determine whether the diversity of nucleotide sequences influenced the prevalence of a clonotype within or between individuals, we generated statistics to quantify the extent to which nucleotide sequences recur within or between mice (Materials and Methods). This statistic measures the proportion of duplicated nucleotide sequences for a given epitope either within an individual animal or across animals. To determine whether these values were statistically different from a random distribution, we used two methods to randomly distribute the nucleotide sequences that were identified experimentally. Firstly, all of the observed nucleotide sequences were randomly assigned to one of six theoretical mice. The extent of nucleotide sequence recurrence was then calculated within and between mice for this artificially produced dataset. This simulation was repeated 1,000 times and plotted alongside the sharing statistic obtained from the experimentally acquired data (Fig. 3A) . Secondly, we used an epitope-specific sampling approach, where the nucleotide sequence sampling was done with replacement. Here, the number of sequences within each mouse, for each epitope, was determined by random drawing of a number from a Poisson distribution centered on the mean size of the response in the experimental data. Then each mouse was populated with sequences drawn from the experimental data with equal probability. This simulation was repeated 1,000 times and the results are shown in Fig. 3B , alongside the actual sharing data.
This analysis demonstrates that the extent of nucleotide sequence recurrence observed within mice is significantly higher than would be predicted from a random distribution, and conversely, that the extent of nucleotide sequence recurrence between mice is significantly less than would be predicted. Thus, these data indicate that, whereas nucleotide diversity is likely to influence the prevalence of clonotypes between mice (sharing), factors other than nucleotide diversity are responsible for the overrepresentation of clonotypes within mice (clonal dominance). This fits with (and likely explains) our previous observation that clonotype abundance within an individual does not necessarily correlate with abundance between individuals. In fact, the repetition of particular nucleotide sequences within individuals may reflect the duplication of particular clones as a result of CTL division, although the possibility that each is a unique clonotype (as defined by a particular TCRα sequence) cannot be excluded based on this analysis.
Discussion
Studies that have directly enumerated naïve CD4
+ and CD8 + T-cell precursors specific for a range of antigens (reviewed in ref.
34) have largely indicated that precursor frequency is a key predictor of response magnitude after antigen challenge (23, 24, (35) (36) (37) (38) , implying that naïve populations are comprehensively recruited and expanded in the immune response (39) . Recently, however, our work and that of others has shown a disconnect between naïve CTLp frequency and immune magnitudes (18, 40) which, in our study, resulted from incomplete recruitment and/or expansion of T-cell populations after antigen challenge. Given that T-cell precursor recruitment and expansion is not necessarily uniform following antigen challenge (even where relative precursor frequencies and immune magnitudes correlate, the relationship is rarely absolute), the current study sought to elucidate how naïve CTLp repertoires influence corresponding immune repertoires after influenza virus infection. The interrogation of extensive TCR CDR3β sequence data (naïve and immune) using statistical analyses that have been adapted from different disciplines, or developed specifically for this study, has allowed us to identify the key drivers that dictate the nature of virus-specific immune populations after antigen challenge. A key finding in the present study is that the prevalence of particular T-cell clones across multiple individuals (or the extent of clone sharing) is not intrinsically linked to the abundance of those clones within a given immune response. This appears to contradict the convergent recombination hypothesis, which suggests that TCR clonotypes that can be generated from numerous different nucleotide sequences will be present at a high frequency, both within and between individuals (31-33). Similar discordances in clonal prevalence within and between individuals have been previously noted in, for example, human CD8 + T-cell populations specific for the Epstein Barr Virus BMLF 1 280-288 epitope or the Cytomegalovirus pp65 495-503 epitope (41) . In these cases it was proposed that clonal dominance within immune individuals may be due to the multitude of antigen-driven factors that influence the differential involvement of T-cell clones in an immune response, despite their prevalence within the CTLp pool. In fact, our data show that the influence of convergent recombination is exerted predominantly on clonal prevalence between, rather than within, individuals, even in the starting naïve repertoire. This provides an explanation for the fact that heavily shared T-cell clones are not necessarily abundant within individuals.
Intriguingly, we observed selective expansion of particular clones from naïve to immune repertoires for all of the epitope-specific populations studied. This is unlikely to be explained by convergent recombination for D Nucleotide flexibility within and between naïve individuals. Model sharing indices were generated using two methods of rarefaction to test how the measures of within-and between-mouse sharing compared with a random distribution. (A) All experimentally observed nucleotide sequences from naïve animals were randomly assigned to one of six theoretical "mice" (without replacement) and the within-mouse and between-mice sharing measures were calculated for this artificially produced dataset, with 1,000 total simulations. (B) For each epitope specificity, sequences were randomly distributed among theoretical mice, by randomly drawing from the pool of sequences, with each sequence having an equal probability of being chosen in each draw (i.e., sampling with replacement). Within-mouse and betweenmice sharing is then calculated (as described) for the theoretical set (dots; a representative 100 of a total 1,000 simulations) or actual data (triangles).
clonotype abundance and sharing in the immune response. The fact that (within individuals) TCR clonotypes tend to be encoded by the same nucleotide sequence suggested that dominance within mice may instead be a consequence of low-level cycling of particular T-cell clones before cognate antigen recognition. This is supported by previous studies showing that a small, but significant, proportion of epitope-specific CD8 + T cells from naïve mice express high levels of CD44, a marker of antigen experience (18, 42) . Such CD44 hi naïve cells are thought to arise as a consequence of homeostatic proliferation and respond more rapidly in vitro after antigen challenge (42) . Thus, we are currently investigating the possibility that T-cell clonotypes that are overrepresented within naïve mice derive from single clones and have the capacity to respond rapidly after infection, resulting in their selective prominence in the immune repertoire. Alternatively, the dominance of any clone in the immune response may be a consequence of preferential recruitment or expansion that is conferred by superior TCR/pMHC avidity or "fit" (4, (43) (44) (45) (46) (47) , or by stochastic effects that occur during early priming and proliferation. Indeed, clonal dominance may arise as a consequence of distinct influences depending on viral dose, with a recent study indicating that the relative size of epitope-specific CTL responses is predominantly influenced by antigen presentation at low viral doses, and by TCR avidity and CTLp frequency when antigen is no longer limiting (48). Importantly, it remains possible that recurrent nucleotide sequences within naïve individuals do reflect unique clonotypes, differentiated based on TCRα chain sequence. In that case, the recurrence of sequences within (and not between) mice becomes difficult to explain.
The strong correlation between clonal prevalence within and between mice in the immune D b NP 366 -specific response (with the large clones being statistically the most likely to be shared) suggests that, for this epitope at least, convergent recombination can influence clonal prevalence at both the individual and the population levels. The difference between D b NP 366 and other epitope-specific populations analyzed here and elsewhere (41) is likely to be the vast number of different nucleotide sequences that can be used to encode the large public TCR clonotypes (Table S1 ) (31) . In this case, such extreme nucleotide flexibility may indeed influence within-individual prevalence (albeit to a significantly smaller extent than that found between individuals). Thus, it would appear that the preferential expansion of these D b NP 366 -specific T-cell clones may have more to do with their exceptionally high frequency in the naïve population (rather than any differences in TCR avidity or fit), conferring an early proliferative advantage.
Indeed, the D b NP 366 -specific immune repertoire shows an extremely pronounced hierarchical organization of clonotypes where one clonotype can contribute up to 70-80% of the TRBV13-1 + immune response (14, 49) . Furthermore, we have shown that, in mice lacking the enzyme terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT), the almost exclusive use of the public TCRβ SGGANTGQQL TRBV13-1 + TCR corresponded to a low avidity response (29) . Thus, for D b NP 366 , and possibly other epitopespecific repertoires where an exceptionally large number of possible nucleotide sequences can encode a given TCR, the elevated frequency of naïve CTLps expressing this TCR may override any other stochastic or antigen-driven influences.
In summary, we have performed a biologically relevant analysis of naïve and immune epitope-specific CTL populations, using appropriate and robust statistical measures typically reserved for the study of ecology or economics. The need for such statistical measures in the analysis of TCR repertoire data is becoming more pressing as vast datasets are being generated through bulk and single cell RT-PCR analyses of TCR use, as well as the rapid emergence of high-throughput DNA sequencing data (50) (51) (52) (53) (54) . The findings from these analyses, most notably the selective expansion of particular TCRβ clonotypes in all epitope-specific populations, as well as the determinants of clonotype dominance within and between individuals, provide key insights into the mechanisms controlling CD8
+ T-cell use in an antiviral immune response that are likely to be broadly applicable to a range of CTL specificities.
Materials and Methods
The CDR3β datasets that are analyzed here are derived from earlier published work (14, 15, 17, 18) and additional data.
Statistical Analyses. SDI was used to measure clonotype diversity within individuals (20, 25) . SDI is calculated as D = Σ i [(n i (n i − 1))/(N(N − 1))], where n i is the number of sequences in the ith clonotype and N is the total number of sequences in the whole population. This is a measure of diversity, which is defined as a combination of richness (the number of different clonotypes within a population) and evenness (the distribution of the clonotypes) and expressed as 1-D so that a higher number corresponds to greater diversity. To measure clonotype sharing, we determined the proportion of sequences that are found in a specific percentage of the mice analyzed. This is referred to as proportion of TCRs in common (PTICq) (29) , with the q referring to the percentage of mice where the sequences must be found. For example, here we have used PTIC0.33, which is calculated as Σ q (n q /N) for all sequences "n" where "n" is present in at least 33% (q) of the mice. The Mann-Whitney test, or Student's unpaired t test, was used to determine significance for all individual comparisons.
Gini Coefficients. Calculated within individuals and then averaged for all mice, the Gini coefficient defines the distribution of clonotype use for each epitope. This provides a measure of inequality, based on a curve plotting the cumulative proportion of total sequences on the y axis relative to the individual clonotype use on the x axis, with the coefficient being calculated using the ineq package in R (55) . The quantity varies between 0 and 1, with 1 representing extreme inequality and 0 representing an equal distribution of sequences across all clonotypes.
Nucleotide Sequence Sharing. We computed measures for CDR3β nucleotide sequence sharing both within and between mice for naïve CTLp populations, as follows (detailed examples of these calculations are provided in SI Materials and Methods). Within-mouse sharing. For each amino acid sequence, we counted the number of duplicate nucleotide sequences within a mouse. All duplicates were summed and divided by the total number of nucleotide sequences for a given amino acid sequence. Between-mice sharing. For each amino acid sequence, we counted the number of duplicate mice in which a given nucleotide sequence appeared. Duplicates for each nucleotide sequence were summed and divided by the total number of nucleotide sequences for a given amino acid sequence.
Finally, we take the mean of the within-mouse and between-mice sharing values over all amino acid sequences to arrive at overall measures of withinmouse and between-mice sharing for a given dataset.
To test how these measures of within-and between-mouse sharing compare with a random distribution, we used two sampling methods to generate model-sharing indices. In the first, we took an "all data sampling approach," where all experimentally observed nucleotide sequences from naïve animals were completely randomly assigned to one of six "theoretical mice," in line with the six mice analyzed in the experiments (five for D b PB1-F2 62 ). We then computed the within-mouse and between-mice sharing measures for this artificially produced dataset. The random assignment of nucleotide sequences and sharing computation was repeated 1,000 times.
In the second sampling approach, we performed sampling for each epitope individually. We start by constructing six "empty mice." Each artificial mouse has slots for a given number of nucleotide sequences. The number of slots is determined by drawing an integer number (≥1) from a Poisson distribution, the mean of which is determined by the average of the number of samples observed in the six real mice. Next, for each mouse we fill the slots by sampling, with replacement nucleotide sequences from the pool of experimentally observed nucleotide sequences, with equal probability for each sequence, until the mouse is "full."
Once a set of artificial mice is constructed, within-mouse and betweenmice sharing is computed as described above.
